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First-order liquid crystal orientation transition on inhomogeneous substrates

Ophelia K. C. Tsui,* Fuk Kay Lee, Baoshe Zhang, and Ping Sheng
Department of Physics and Institute of Nano Science and Technology, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Clear Water Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong
~Received 28 October 2003; published 24 February 2004!

In a recent experiment, we uncovered an unconventional liquid crystal~LC! orientation transition on micro-
textured substrates consisting of alternating horizontal and vertical corrugations. When the period of alternation
was decreased toward;1 mm, the LC alignment underwent an abrupt transition from inhomogeneous planar
to a more uniform configuration with a large pretilt angle~;40°!. With the aid of a model based on the
competition between the Frank-Oseen elastic energy and a phenomenological surface potential of the form
W(u,f)5(1/2)Wu

(2) sin2 u1(1/4)Wu
(4) sin4 u1(1/2)Wf cos2 u sin2 f(x,y) ~whereu andf are, respectively, the

pretilt and azimuthal angles of the LC director andWu
(2) , Wu

(4) , andWf are constants! that demonstrated good
agreement with experiment, we investigated the microscopic origin of the observed transition. It was found that
this transition comprises two steps. First, the LC director homogenizes toward thef545° azimuthal direction
in the plane to relax the elastic energy. The resulting rise in azimuthal anchoring energy subsequently drives the
LC to adopt a finite pretilt. The values of theW’s deduced from the model reveal that the polar anchoring
energy is about;1/10 of the typical values, with the sin4 u term dominating the sin2 u term. We present a
possible explanation for this unexpected finding.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.021704 PACS number~s!: 61.30.Hn, 61.30.Eb, 61.30.Dk
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional techniques for uniform liquid crystal~LC!
alignment such as rubbing, oblique evaporation of silic
oxide, and surfactant treatment produce alignment effe
that are uniform on the substrate surface. Recently, incr
ing effort has been spent on the use of patterned subs
surfaces with spatially varying easy alignment directions
achieve uniform LC alignment@1–7#, since it has been dem
onstrated that the resulting LC alignment is applicable
bistable displays@5,6#, and that the patterned surfaces m
allow for complete control of LC orientation direction@7#. In
the initial proposal by Onget al. @1#, the inhomogeneous
substrate pattern induces a spatially varying LC director fi
for the molecular layer of LC immediately next to the su
strate surface, which, however, decays exponentially to
form alignment with a decay length>l/2p wherel is the
periodicity of the substrate pattern. Operationally, the in
mogeneous substrate together with the boundary layer o
~within a few decay lengths from the substrate! can be
viewed as providing uniform anchoring for thebulk LC with
an effective homogeneous surface potential that in turn
pends on the local anchoring energies of the patterned
face and the LC elastic constants@1#. By using the Frank-
Oseen form for the LC elastic energy@8#, Barberoet al. @9#
obtained analytical expressions for the effective bulk LC
rection and effective surface potential for surfaces patter
with stripes of alternating easy directions and anchoring
ergies. In a more recent study, Qian and Sheng@2,10# exam-
ined the problem within the Landau–de Gennes framew
and found that the LC underwent a first-order orientatio
transition from an inhomogeneous state to a uniform ali
ment configuration as the pattern periodicity was decrea
below the LC elastic correlation length inherent to t
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Landau–de Gennes formalism. In all these prior theoret
investigations@2,9,10#, only substrate patterns consisting
parallel stripes of varying preferred polar orientationsu0
were considered. But the majority of recent experime
@4–7# have studied checkerboard patterns with varying p
ferred azimuthal alignmentf0, with the preferred polar ori-
entation fixed at 0°. In particular, a recent experiment by
@7# showed that a LC orientation transition can occur as
periodicity of such checkerboard pattern is decreased
which the inhomogeneous state changes to a uniform al
ment state possessing a large pretilt angle.

In this paper, we present a detailed theoretical investi
tion of the equilibrium LC alignment states associated w
this experiment. Our study is based on the Frank-Os
framework on checkerboard substrate patterns of varying
riodicities with alternating 0° and 90° preferred azimuth
alignment. For such patterned substrates, we assume th
tential to have the commonly adopted form@1,4,11,12#

W~u,f!5
1

2
Wu

(2) sin2u1
1

4
Wu

(4) sin4u

1
1

2
Wf cos2u sin2@f2f0~x,y!#, ~1!

where Wu
(2) and Wu

(4) account for the polar anchorin
strength @1,11# and Wf the azimuthal anchoring strengt
@4,12# of the substrate on the LC. Excellent agreement w
found between the results of this model and experime
observations of different groups@4,7#.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, w
summarize our findings about the equilibrium LC states fr
this theoretical modeling. In Sec. III, we describe the mo
in detail, followed by presentations of the simulation resu
and discussion in Sec. IV. We conclude with a few obser
tions in Sec. V.
©2004 The American Physical Society04-1
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II. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Our model calculations were found to reproduce and
low for reconciliation between the experimental findings
different groups@4,7#. WhenWf is large so that all the pat
tern periodicities examined are greater than;k11/Wf
~wherek11 is the LC splay elastic constant!, an inhomoge-
neous alignment state with the effective easy direction al
~u,f!5~0°,45°! persists. This prediction is consistent wi
the result of Kimet al.on inhomogeneous checkerboard p
terns produced by nanorubbing@4#, in which no LC orienta-
tion transition was observed. But ifWf is such that some
patterns have periodicity comparable tok11/Wf , an unex-
pected LC orientation transition may occur. In this case,
azimuthal anchoring strength of an individual domain is n
strong enough to overcome the rigidity of the LC direc
against bending and splay deformations. Hence, substa
relaxation of the director toward thef545° symmetry direc-
tion can take place. If in additionWf.;2Wu

(2) , the in-
crease in azimuthal surface energy due to this relaxation
be large enough to trigger a first-order orientation transit
to a ~more! uniform state with a finite pretilt. This predictio
was realized in a recent experiment@7# on microtextured
substrates with topographic features produced by ato
force microscopic~AFM! local oxidation@14#. The magni-
tude of Wf obtained by fitting to experiment agrees wi
a
e
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estimates from prevalent theory@12#. However,Wu
(2) is at

least an order of magnitude smaller than typical values.
further deduced thatWu

(4) is greater thanWu
(2) , which devi-

ates from the Rapini-Papoular potential@13#. This unconven-
tional finding for the polar anchoring potential is attributed
the unique setting of a checkerboard surface pattern
which the LC director undertakes significant relaxations
ward thef545° direction. The resulting polar anchoring e
ergy is thus measured from thef545° direction, far re-
moved from the f50° direction as in conventiona
circumstances. Simple reasoning shows that this can lea
a reduction inWu

(2) and to the need for a higher-order term
the polar anchoring energy.

III. THE MODEL

The substrate patterns considered in this study are sh
in Fig. 1, which were the same ones used in the experim
of Ref. @7#. As seen, the patterns are composed of alterna
x and y corrugations 85 nm~wide!330 nm ~height! with
variable periodicityl. We consider a semi-infinite spac
filled with nematic LC above a surface atz50 as shown in
Fig. 1. The inhomogeneous anchoring property of the surf
is simulated by the potential given by Eq.~1!, with the local
easy azimuthal directionf0(x,y) varying according to
f0~x,y!55
0° if 0<x<m1

l

2
and 0<y<m1

l

2
or

m1
l

2
<x<~m11!l andm1

l

2
<y<~m11!l

wherem50,1,2, . . . ,

90° otherwise.
l

u-
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The LC elastic energyUel in the Frank-Oseen form@8# is

Uel5E d3r
1

2
$k11~“•n!21k22~n•“3n!2

1k33~n3“3n!2%, ~2!

where n is the LC director, andk11, k22, and k33 are the
splay, twist, and bend elastic constants, respectively. We
sume the parameters to take the values relevant to the n
atic LC 48-n-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl ~5CB!, i.e., k11
57310212 N, k2253.5310212 N, k3351310211 N @15#.
The total energy of the system,U tot , is given by

U tot5Uel1US, ~3!

where

US5E d3rW~u,f!d~z! ~4!
s-
m-

is the surface energy. In Eq.~4!, d(z) is the one-dimensiona
delta function andW(u,f) is given by Eqs.~1! and~2!. The
equilibrium LC state is determined by the director config
ration n(r)5„u(r),f(r)… that minimizesU tot . The minimi-
zation was performed for unit cells of thicknessl/2 and
0.2 mm<l<80mm. The integration volume was discretize
into 14314 points in thex-y plane~so the discretization step
5l/14! and 30 points in thez direction ~corresponding dis-
cretization step5l/60!. Doubling either of the two number
of discretization points or the integration cell thickness p
duced less than 1% variation in the calculated energy.
LC director’s polar and azimuthal angles@respectively,u(r i)
and f(r i)] at all discretization pointsr i ( i 51,2, . . .,5880)
were treated as independent variables with respect to w
U tot was minimized by the conjugate gradient method as
Ref. @2#. To ensure that the energy of the state obtained w
the global minimum, several random starting configuratio
were used at the smallest~or largest! l considered. Then the
resultant optimal configurations were used as the star
4-2
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FIRST-ORDER LIQUID CRYSTAL ORIENTATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021704 ~2004!
configurations for the next higher~or smaller! l considered.
This continuation method may thus generate several cu
of local minimum U tot as a function ofl. We found that
except near the orientation transition, if any, the curves w
independent of whether we performed the calculation in
increasing or decreasing order ofl. Furthermore, the curve
obtained from different starting configurations give rise to
most two branches — one witĥu&50° and the other with
^u&540°, with the branching occurring also only near t
orientation transition.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We consider a surface potentialW(u,f) that gives rise to
a LC alignment transition like that observed in Ref.@7#, i.e.,

FIG. 1. AFM topographical images of microtextured substra
used in the experimental study of Ref.@7#. These substrates wer
fabricated by AFM local oxidation@14#. The scale bars are 3mm.
The arrow in thel52.2mm sample indicates from where the cros
sectional profile in the lower panel was drawn.

FIG. 2. Average LC pretilt as a function of pattern periodic
obtained by using parameters for the surface potential@Eq. ~1!# as
indicated.
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u demonstrated an abrupt jump from 0° to 40° whenl was
decreased toward;1 mm. It has been noted@7# that the
transition can be reproduced with the present model if
surface potential parameters satisfy the following criteria

Wf5gWu
(4)/2

and

Wu
(2)5~0.520.8435/g!Wf~g>1.687!. ~5!

The origin of these criteria will become apparent after
show how the elastic energy, surface energy, and dire
field of the LC vary across the orientation transition. We u
a particular choice of the surface potential to exempl
variations of these specific properties. Figure 2 shows a
of average pretilt angle versus pattern periodicity obtain
for the choice withWu

(2)50, Wu
(4)51.231025 J m22, and

Wf51.031025 J m22 @7#. As seen, there is an orientatio
transition displaying a 40° jump inu at l'1 mm. We then
examine variations of the calculatedU tot , Uel , andUS as a
function ofl over 0.2mm<l<80 mm. From Fig. 3, one can
see that, on decreasingl from 80mm, Uel shows a slow rise
initially, but starts to decrease rapidly with decreasingl near
l55 mm. The latter behavior is contrary to the simplist
expectation with the form ofUel shown in Eq.~2!. On the
other hand,US demonstrates a much more rapid and mon
tonic rise with decreasingl, and begins to matchU tot closely
belowl55 mm ~whereUel shows the onset of a fall!. In the
vicinity of the orientation transition~inset of Fig. 3!, how-
ever, variations in the three energies, i.e.,U tot , Uel , andUS,
are much more gentle except atl51.05mm, whereUel and
US show a jump andU tot shows a discontinuous change
slope, exemplifying a first-order phase transition.

We first try to understand the onset of the decrease inUel
aroundl55 mm. In regions on thez50 plane between do
mains containing thex corrugations and they corrugations,

s

FIG. 3. ~Main panel! Variations of the calculatedU tot , Uel , and
US versus pattern periodicity. Here,l0[1 mm. ~Inset! The same
plot as in the main panel except that it is focused on the regionl
near the orientational transition. The dotted lines depict the ener
of the metastable states. The calculation assumed the same su
potential used to generate the data of Fig. 2.
4-3
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we expect the azimuthal alignment of the LC to underg
gradual transition from thef50° orientation to thef590°
orientation~domain wall!. If l is not much larger than the
extrapolation length@16#, the azimuthal alignment can dev
ate significantly from the local easy direction in the doma
causing considerable relaxation of the director field in
plane. The extrapolation length is a weighted sum
k11/Wf (50.64mm! andk33/Wf (50.91mm! @16#. There-
fore, azimuthal relaxation of the LC director can very w
commence at the noted value ofl ~'5 mm! whereUel starts
to decline with decreasingl, which is a few times the ex
trapolation length. Figure 4 displays the profiles off(x)
along the liney53l/4 at z50 for various values ofl up to
80 mm. Consistent with the onset of the fall inUel , the
deviation off from f0 at the domain center also becom
significant~.10°! nearl56 mm, although the deviation ac
tually begins as soon asl<30 mm. The latter is in keeping
with the onset of a rise inUS aroundl530 mm in the main
panel of Fig. 3. For still larger values ofl ~.30 mm!, the
slow increase inUS with decreasingl may arise from the
misalignment of the LC director fromf0 in the domain wall
region between the two types of domains. Another intere
ing feature to note from Fig. 4 is the abrupt flattening
f(x) betweenl50.8 mm and 1.2mm, which coincides with
the location of the orientational transition revealed by Fig
and the inset of Fig. 3. Flattening off(x) signifies a quali-
tative improvement in the uniformity of the LC configuratio
in the plane. To better see this change of the LC alignm
we display the two-dimensional projection of the LC direc
in thex-y plane atz50 for l51.1mm ~above the transition!
andl50.2 mm ~below the transition! in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!,
respectively. For the LC configuration withl51.1 mm, the
deviation of the director azimuth from the preferred azimu
~i.e., A^(f2f0)2&, wheref0 is the angle with the lowes
azimuthal surface potential! is 33°, and the correspondin
spread in the distribution off ~i.e., AŠ(f2^f&)2

‹ is 16°.
But for the configuration withl50.2 mm, the values of the
two corresponding parameters are 44° and 1°, respectiv
The finding that the state forl50.2 mm is more uniform

FIG. 4. Profiles off(x) at z50 andy53l/4 for different val-
ues ofl between 0.2 and 80mm.
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than its counterpart forl51.1 mm corresponds well with its
lower elastic energy as illustrated by the inset to Fig. 3. T
higher surface energy of thel50.2 mm state comes from its
larger value of̂ u&, plus the larger rms deviation off from
f0. We now examine the factor~s! that determine the pretil
orientation of the LC director. Some insights may be gain
by examining plots of the surface potentialW(u,f) as a
function of u for various fixed values ofuf2f0u. As
seen from Fig. 6, whenuf2f0u is increased, the position
of the W(u,f) minimum, umin , gradually shifts from 0°
to larger values and eventually reaches 40° whenuf2f0u
is equal to 45°. In the meantime, the depth of the mi
mum increases and so does the value ofW(0°,f). With
these noted variations in the surface potential with incre
ing uf2f0u, we can envision a picture for the occurren
of the LC orientation transition. When the pattern perio
city is decreased,̂uf2f0u& increases while the spread o
f(r)@5AŠ(f2^f&)2

‹# decreases. At some point, the su
face energy of the inhomogeneous sta
@5^W(0°,uf2f0u)&# becomes'W(0°,^uf2f0u&). When
compared with the surface energy of the uniform state r
resented byu5umin and ^f&>f0640° @'W(umin ,u^f&
2f0u>40°)# @7#, the difference might become smaller tha
their corresponding elastic energy differenceDUel , thereby
making the orientation transition energetically feasible. F

FIG. 5. Projections of the LC director in thex-y plane atz50
for l equals~a! 1.1 mm and~b! 0.2 mm. Data are presented for on
unit cell. Thex andy scales are in units of discretization steps.
4-4
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FIRST-ORDER LIQUID CRYSTAL ORIENTATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021704 ~2004!
ure 6 illustrates this point. It is interesting to note that t
sizes of the surface energies of the two states and ofDUel

deduced by this simple-minded consideration agree q
well with the corresponding quantities found by numeric
simulations~inset of Fig. 3!. It should, however, be remarke
that this way of deducing the balance of energy is expec
to fail should the spread inf too large, so that the surfac
energy of the single director state5W(0°,^uf2f0u&) can
no longer provide a good approximation for the actual s
face energy of the inhomogeneous state. The present fin
suggests a simple way of setting the criterion forW(u,f)
that may give rise to a LC orientation transition from a p
nar inhomogeneous alignment state to a more uniform al
ment state with a given pretilt. According to Fig. 6,W(u,f)
should possess a minimum at the desired pretilt angle of
uniform state whenuf2f0u545°. In fact, it was by appli-
cation of this requirement to Eq.~1! that we derived the two
criteria given by Eq.~5!. Nonetheless, these two criter
alone are not sufficient to determine all three parame
Wu

(2) , Wu
(4) , and Wf . One more criterion is required

namely, the orientation transition should occur at the des
value ofl. For this study, the desired value is;1.1 mm to
match the result of Ref.@7#. Figure 7 shows the surface en
ergy parameters that have been found to reproduce the
served transition@7#. In the same graph are displayed t
corresponding parameters~represented by line curves! esti-
mated by using Eq.~5! and assumingDUel to be a constan
equal to that found forg55. As seen, while the surfac
energy parameters thus obtained demonstrate qualitat
similar dependencies ong as those actually found, there a
systematic deviations suggesting thatDUel decreases with
increasingg. Since g is the ratio of Wf to Wu

(4)/2, this
observation suggests that the surface energy difference a
transition decreases with increasingWf /Wu

(4) .
From Fig. 7, it is seen thatWf is always larger than both

Wu
(2) andWu

(4) , which is contradictory to what was typicall
found. Another unusual observation is thatWu

(4) either domi-

FIG. 6. W(u,f) vs u for various fixed values ofuf2f0u as
indicated. Here,DUel denotes the difference in elastic energy b
tween the inhomogeneous and uniform state. It is put here to d
onstrate the balance of energy for the orientation transition.
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(2) , violating the

commonly obtained Rapini-Papoular~RP! potential WRP
;(n3n0)2 @13#, wheren5(u,f), and n05(u0 ,f0) is the
easy direction. Since k11/l050.731026 J/m22, the range
of Wf found ~i.e., <1.131025 J/m22 according to Fig. 7!
encompasses the prediction from Berreman’s model~which
is Wf>131025 J/m22) @12#. If we let Wf 51.131025

J/m22, we face the anomaly thatWu
(4) is about ten times

smaller than reported values@11# However, it is noteworthy
that in typical surface anchoring energy measurements
either keepsu5u0 and measures the variations in surfa
energy as a function of (f2f0), or maintainsf5f0 and
measures the surface energy as a function of (u2u0). With
these measurement schemes, one obtainsWf and Wu

(2), re-
spectively. In the LC orientation transition presently cons
ered, an unusual circumstance is encountered, i.e., on
considering the polar anchoring energy for the case in wh
the LC director deviates from the usualf5f0 direction. To
see how this different setting may affect the measured p
anchoring energy, we rewrite the general form ofWRP as

WRP;sin2~f2f0!1cos2~f2f0!sin2~u2u0!. ~6!

From Eq. ~6!, the coefficient of sin2(u2u0) diminishes as
uf2f0u increases, reaching 0 whenuf2f0u590°. But this
limit of the polar energy is unphysical since it predicts th
the polar anchoring energy should become independent ou.
It shows that the RP potential needs to be adjusted w
uf2f0u is large. From the above discussion, we expectWu

(2)

to be diminished and a nontrivial higher-order term such
sin4(u2u0) to emerge. Both have been found in this case

We also examine the out-of-plane LC configuration bo
below and above the orientation transition. Figure 8 sho
the pretilt angle averaged over thex-y plane,^u&xy , versus
cell depth,z, for various l between 0.2mm and 1.6mm.
Clearly, the data demonstrate a jump of;40° in u between

-
-

FIG. 7. Various surface energy parameters that were found
reproduce the LC orientation transition observed in Ref.@7# when
applied to the model calculations. Those parameters labeled
‘‘ ~constDUel) ’’ are calculated by using Eq.~5! and assuming the
change in elastic energy at the transition to be constant, fixed to
found for g55.
4-5
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l51 mm and l51.1 mm, in which the average pretilt is
nearly a constant and equals;40° and 0° forl below and
above the transition periodicity, respectively. Next we look
variation of the in-plane alignment of the LC withz. Shown
in Fig. 9 are the plots of̂ uf2f0u&xy versusz for 0.2 mm
<l<1.6 mm. All curves exhibit monotonic decay towar
thef545° direction in moving away from the substrate w
(z50). But the average deviation off from f0 at the sub-
strate is larger for smallerl, and demonstrates a discontin
ous jump whenl reaches the transition periodicity. Figure
also shows that, with larger periods, registration off with
the local easy azimuthal direction can be maintained ov
longer decay distance alongz. We fitted the data of Fig. 9 to
y01(45°2y0)exp(z/,e) ~where y0[^uf2f0u&xy at z50
and,e is physically a decay length! and the results are dis
played as solid lines in the same figure. Evidently, the mo
provides an excellent description of the data. In Fig. 10,
display the fitted values of,e as a function ofl. We found
that the data fitted well to,e50.086l ~solid line in Fig. 10!.
A previous calculation of Berreman@12#, modeling the dis-
tortion of the LC director by a periodically corrugated su
face topography, showed that the distortion should decay

FIG. 8. Average pretilt over thex-y plane,^u&xy , versus depthz
for variousl about the orientational transition.

FIG. 9. Average ofuf2f0u over thex-y plane,^uf2f0u&xy ,
versusz for variousl about the orientational transition. Solid line
are fits to an exponential function~see text!.
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ponentially with a decay length equal to the period of t
surface corrugation divided by 4p. Our current findings are
consistent with this prediction.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the results of this model shown above, the key
the observation of the LC orientation transition is a we
surface potential that allows large planar relaxations of
LC director toward thef545° direction to occur in the
range of pattern periodicities studied. Moreover, the surf
potential should possess a minimum atu'40° as^ufu& ap-
proaches 45°. Should these two conditions be satisfied,
LC orientation transition can occur in two steps. First, t
LC director homogenizes toward thef545° direction asl
is decreased. Then a jump inu from 0° to 40° takes place to
reduce the resulting increase in azimuthal energy. This re
provides a natural reconciliation for the experimental fin
ings of different groups. In particular, Kimet al. @4# did not
observe the LC orientation transition in their experiment
checkerboard substrate patterns. It was, however, shown
the azimuthal anchoring energy of their substrates was q
high, '131024 J m22 @5#, so that the extrapolation lengt
for inhomogeneous anchoring in the plane (;k11/Wf) was
only ;0.064mm, and significant planar relaxations of th
LC director could not take place for the range of patte
periodicity examined (>1 mm!. We also investigated the
out-of-plane LC configuration. It is found that on either si
of the transition any out-of-plane inhomogeneity relaxes
ponentially away from the substrate in a manner consis
with the prediction of Berreman.
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FIG. 10. Decay length deduced from data of Fig. 9 as a funct
of pattern periodicity. The solid line is a linear fit through the da
points.
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